Josta Berlin Shelter and Compound

T

he Josta Berlin is a versatile and stylish open access shelter that can be manufactured in a
number of sizes.

It can be used to cover all our standard
bicycle racks and specialised Josta
racks, as well as motorbike racks. It can
also be used as a waiting shelter or bin
store.
This shelter complements modern
architecture in particular but blends in
well in all surroundings.
It can be for open access or with
lockable gates, as a compound.
Rows of shelters can be as long
as required. The standard width
is 2.5m., but other widths are
available on request.
There are a number of cladding
options, such as timber, mesh
and PET.
This is a very versatile shelter
that is usually custom-made
to fit your site, so please contact us to discuss your exact
site requirements.

Josta Berlin Shelter and Compound
The Berlin shelter is a very popular and sturdy modern shelter, which is is made to
order as per your unique site requirements. Below are some examples of existing sites.

Open access Berlin shelter at Monsoon Headquarters, London

Lockable Berlin compound with mesh cladding, Germany
The Berlin shelter can be supplied with any of our popular rack types, such as the
Rounded A rack, the Josta wall rack or one of our feature racks. It can also be used as bin
storage or for motorbike or buggy parking.
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Josta Berlin Shelter and Compound
The Berlin shelter is also well suited for use with the popular Josta 2-tier rack, which
requires a clear headroom of 2600mm.
Both the racks and shelters can be tailor made to fit your specific site.

About Cycle-Works
Cycling is our passion. We believe that cycling is good for people, good
for society and good for the environment. This belief underpins
everything we do. We believe that the provision of quality facilities will
increase the use and acceptance of the bicycle.
All our employees and associates cycle regularly in diverse disciplines
such as commuting, touring and long distance audax rides. We are active
in both local and national cycle campaigning.

Cycle-Works Products


Individual bicycle lockers



High capacity 2-tier racks



Cycle-Works Services


Initial site visits and advice on product
selection

Open access and lockable shelters



Consultation on your construction plans



Wide range of individual racks



Full delivery and installation services



Vertical and horizontal wall mounted racks



Aftercare and maintenance



Custom-made solutions

Visit our website to find out more.

We are a CHAS accredited supplier
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